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2016/17 Student Services Program Review UPDATE

 PROGRAM REVIEW DATA AND RESOURCES

 

Participants (REQUIRED)

Lead Writer: Cathy Springs

Liaison: Marichu Magana
Department Chair: Victoria Miller
Manager/Service Area Supervisor: Gilda Maldonado

 

Updates (REQUIRED)

Updates affecting the financial aid office center on system issues resulting from the impending conversion to
PeopleSoft, staffing shortfalls and implementing new regulations and programs.

The office continues to make progress in effective communication with students through workshops, trainings and
outreach activities.

 

New Programs and Regulations affecting the Financial Aid office

‐ Although Mesa is proud to host a new Bachelor's Degree program, lack of information and timely communication of
policies coming from the District and Campus levels during development created numerous questions for both staff
and students. (The initial lack of a ..... limited our ability to offer financial aid to students accepted into this program).
There was also difficulty in obtaining a list of the participating students so we did not inadvertently award aid they
were not eligible for. The Financial Aid office management was not included in any of the policy or informational
preparations for this program.

‐ The Student Academic Progress (SAP) was revised to include the Bachelor's Degree program in regards to maximum
number of units attempted. For several years the Financial aid office has been working in collaboration with the
Counseling Department, to create a list containing the basic number of units required by the core educational
programs. The list will assist the appeal committee to identify students enrolled in programs that require more than 60
units to complete and thus, correctly apply the accurate maximum number of units for that specific program/major.

‐ Due to new state regulations effective Fall Semester 2016, eligibility for the Board of Governor's Fee Waiver is tied to
a student's academic progress (students must maintain 2.0 GPA and a 61% completion rate). Although this change in
state regulation was scheduled for several years, policies and procedures at the District and campus level was late in
development and difficult to explain to students. While not technically a Financial Aid issue (This responsibility was
identified by the State to fall within the area of Instruction), students nevertheless come to the FA office once notified
seeking explanations, submitting appeals and complaining of incorrect calculations. At the Financial Aid office many of
the issues were systematic, involving difficulty in the identification of students who had been disqualified, and
advising them of what to do once they were identified. Once again this involved the accuracy and reliability of
information available to staff and hence, to students.
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‐ The District conversion to People Soft, although anticipated to be a welcomed improvement once implemented, has
caused time‐consuming issues with system communication; staff and student work study; timekeeping; and staff travel
request procedures. The office staff was wisely counseled by the Director to print all their own information on payroll
and timekeeping to serve as proof in case of dispute or loss of information.  The information was used to challenge
discrepancies that still occur. The office still suffers from the absence of the Director while she attends conversion
programming and training at least 4 days a week, which will be made even worse by the loss of 2 technicians on a
regular basis for many months. The unrealistic expectation is that the office can maintain current processing levels
and hours of operation with half of the available technical staff.  Current staff aapprehensions for the future center on
the concern that aid to students could be delayed due to accuracy and unfamiliarity with the new program once it is
implemented.

‐ A year after the California Education Code became effective which allowed VACA (Veterans Access, Choice and
Accountability Act) students to be granted resident status for tuition purposes, the State Chancellor advised
community colleges that VACA students had also been eligible for the BOGW for the 2015/16 aid year as well as any
Post Montgomery GI Bill Active Duty or Post 9/11 education benefits. A system change was incorporated which
reversed the previously paid non‐resident Pell, causing the unintended consequence of veteran students owing money
back and having holds placed on transcripts and records. This is a complex technical issue which will have further
ramifications since a few students have left the state and now owe money back to the college, and have not
responded to communication from the office.

 

System Issues ‐ a sample

‐Incomplete interface between SAM and People Soft has caused numerous complications which variously arise without
warning and include but were not limited to issues with: disbursements; identifying the correct method of
disbursement; missing month end Title VI reconciliations; inappropriate application of current aid regulations to a
previous year; false direct deposit rejects; People Soft Finance inability to pay Cal Grant funds to "Dreamers" without
an SSN or ITIN number. In addition, an anomaly occurred which affected every previously downloaded file and
requested additional documents from students which were not required, inaccurately indicating their files were
incomplete. This happened multiple weeks in a row before being rectified.

The complexity of the  incomplete interface issue is further aggravated by the lack of Tech support as programmers
and the FA IT liaison have less time dedicated or authorized to resolve current system problems that include FAFSA
download in correct sequence, corrections not downloading, errors in origination and disbursement and reporting to
COD. The concern to the office is not the extra work that is created to identify and communicate with students,
although that is a factor, but that student aid may be delayed.

‐In some cases system problems were made visible by numerous student inquiries which eventually formed a
documentable pattern that we could relay to District IT. However, due to inexperience at the District IT level with the
current SAM system programming and lack of time authorized, it became difficult to convince them that there was a
problem which needed immediate attention and resolution. A critical example involved the accuracy of system dating
and identifying the method of disbursement. This limited the ability of staff to determine conclusive student
information such as: when was a check disbursed, was it sent by mail, was it sent before or after an address was
changed, or was direct deposit used? Not only is this information important to the student, but it is essential in
tracking whether or not a disbursement has not been received and why.

‐Although not strictly a system malfunction issue, the nature of the FAFSA has become such that any student or office
correction can trigger the government request of additional verification. This can happen multiple times, and within
the current system each correction takes 2 weeks to process. This causes student frustration and is difficult for staff to
explain why more documents are needed which can delay their aid.

 ‐The office relies on immediate imaging and web‐extender access to process multiple required steps on a student file.
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 ‐The office relies on immediate imaging and web‐extender access to process multiple required steps on a student file.
At the beginning of June 2016, peak time for form submission, verification completion and aid packaging, the scanning
system lost 90% of imaged items during a 20 day period due to lack of license for the year. This not only created the
potential of delaying student processing, but all items previously scanned had to be re‐scanned creating undue burden
to data imagers, technicians and students.This situation occurred after an IT update for a new scanner was completed.

‐Potential system issues are inevitable in the coming months as we work with 2 programs in separate aid years.
Although People Soft will ultimately have many advantages, it will initially be slower to navigate student information
due to the program's design coupled with lack of staff familiarity. As staff has already shown a willingness to assist
co‐workers with system and student issues, a culture of cooperativeness already exists within the office and will most
likely continue. Also, due to essential staff trainings at the District, the potential of being seriously undermanned is a
given, the question is: will students be made aware to "pardon the dust...?"

 

Staff/Office Happenings

 

‐The Financial Aid office staff looks forward to working with the enthusiastic new Dean of Student Affairs. She has
visited our staff meetings and expressed a genuine concern that to better serve our students we need to preserve our
work/life balance. She has already shown sensitivity in promptly handling office situations.

‐We have a new SSA, Kesia Williams, who will be the Former Foster Youth liaison.

‐The overall Cohort Default rate is down from a high of 19.2% in 2012 to 15.7% as of 2013.

‐There have been various trainings completed within the past year including a staff member, Skyler
Dennon, certification in Financial Literacy, Former Foster Youth programs and training for the transference of the Cal
Grant program coordination from Julissa Samano to Lilibeth Rodriguez.

‐Workshops have been given in Financial Literacy, Completing a FAFSA, Cal Grant, Dream Act and information for
Former Foster Youth at both weekday and weekend venues, at high schools, Cash in for College, Freshman Year
Experience, Summer Cruise and for the ASG. Personal Growth classes and any classroom at Mesa College has been
invited to request a presentation and many have been given.

‐Appeal workshops were well‐attended (126 students for the 2015/16 aid year) and the resulting statistics indicate
those students who attend have a higher approval rate (54%) than those who registered for the workshop (139
students) but did not attend (10% approval rate).

Total number of Appeals submitted for 2015‐16 was 652 and 19% of those students attended an appeal workshop.
Overall 261 (40%) were approved, while 391 (60%) were denied. The students who attended the workshop had a
higher approval rate by 14%. We can infer that students who attend the workshop have a better understanding of the
pre‐requisites to appeal.

‐ The Financial Aid Information Fair was once again held in both the Fall and Spring semesters with the addition of an
experimental 2 day Fair, and an 'evening' edition to serve those students attending classes later in the day. At least 11
Student Services offices and 900 students participated. It was found that the 2 day Fair put stress on office
participation and budget but the evening event will be continued although the evening fair had a smaller participation
rate. Many students  later in the day had no time to stop and interact with participating departments.

‐The enhanced Financial Aid web design continues to allow students to easily access information about applying for
aid, processes, forms, disbursement dates and methods, FA TV, office contact information and up‐to‐date regulations.
With careful reading at their own convenience, a student can avoid needing to come to the office to ask questions.
However, we continue to discover that links have been inactivated, text changed or removed and the tabs created to
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be in compliance with Department of Education regulations changed, making it a cat and mouse monitoring situation,
wasting time and creating a burden.

‐There has been an increased level of staff concern due to unresolved issues such as office climate; lighting; the
impending conversion to People Soft; increased workload as fewer SAT positions are given additional processes to
complete as a result of ERP trainings; accuracy of system processes and confidence that the current system will
perform as it needs to in processing student aid packages.

‐ The extended hours mandated by the District still cause staffing and home/work balance concerns and appears
unsupportable by the low number of students serviced between 6 and 7 pm. It is hoped that there will be a
reconsideration of the policy or at least a reduction in the number of days per week of the extended hours as it does
not seem to be an effective use of staff resources and puts a strain on staffing at peak times.

‐Up to 7 staff members have indicated that the lighting situation in the office results in various degrees of health
concerns. Several staff submitted written complaints along with physician documentation. District Risk Management
department took an extended length of time to investigate and issue a report which might trigger solutions to the
identified problems. After a period of over 7 months the report is in the hands of the VPAS and a compromise was
reached within the office which allowed intermittent shutting down of the most injurious lights until a permanent
solution can be devised.

 

 

 

 Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: Outcomes and Assessment 2016/17 - Student Services Questions (See appendix)

 IE Data Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: Student Services Data Analysis - Program Review 2016/17 (See appendix)

Program Goals

Financial Aid Goal Set 2014-2015

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

Goal 1
Provide a series of financial aid workshops on topics related to
program changes; up-dates on federal and state regulations;
understanding the appeal process - who can submit an appeal?

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 6.3,
Institutional Learning Outcomes: Communication:, Critical
Thinking:, Personal Actions and Civic Responsibility:, Self-
awareness and Interpersonal Skills:, Technological Awareness:

 

Goal 2
Review, assess and enhance as appropriate the financial aid
appeal process and associated literature.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 2.4,
Strategic Goal 6.3,
Institutional Learning Outcomes: Communication:,
Technological Awareness:
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Goal 3
Up-date the information available on our web page and to
create a section to include basic aid programs guidance for Non-
resident students who will be physically attending Mesa College
and to students who are or will be physically "out-of-state",
regardless of their "residency status."

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.5,
Strategic Goal 2.4, Strategic Goal 4.4, Strategic Goal 6.3,
Institutional Learning Outcomes: Communication:, Critical
Thinking:, Self-awareness and Interpersonal Skills:,
Technological Awareness:

 

Financial Aid Outcome Set

Outcomes

Outcome Mapping

1
Students will learn to analyze, describe and explain issues
related to their lack of academic progress.

Institutional Learning Outcomes: Communication:, Critical
Thinking:, Personal Actions and Civic Responsibility:, Self-
awareness and Interpersonal Skills:, Technological
Awareness:,
Mesa College - Vision, Mission, Values, & Goals: 1., 2.,
3., 4., MISSION (Why we exist), PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(How we assess effectiveness), VALUES (What we believe in),
VISION (What we strive to be)

 

2
Marked obsolete by Gilda Maldonado on 10/29/2014 8:03:47
am PST

Students will successfully complete the FAFSA application online.

Institutional Learning Outcomes: Communication:, Critical
Thinking:, Personal Actions and Civic Responsibility:, Self-
awareness and Interpersonal Skills:, Technological
Awareness:,
Mesa College - Vision, Mission, Values, & Goals: 2., 3.,
4., MISSION (Why we exist), PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(How we assess effectiveness), VALUES (What we believe in),
VISION (What we strive to be)

 

3
Student will successfully complete their Financial Aid file.

Institutional Learning Outcomes: Communication:, Critical
Thinking:, Personal Actions and Civic Responsibility:, Self-
awareness and Interpersonal Skills:, Technological
Awareness:,
Mesa College - Vision, Mission, Values, & Goals: 1., 2.,
MISSION (Why we exist), PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (How
we assess effectiveness), VALUES (What we believe in),
VISION (What we strive to be)

 

4
Students will demonstrate basic knowledge of financial aid
principles, rules, and regulations by completing a brief survey
during the Financial Aid Information Fair

Institutional Learning Outcomes: Communication:, Critical
Thinking:

 

Objectives and Plans
Actions

Financial Aid Goal Set 2014-2015

Outcome

Goal 1
Provide a series of financial
aid workshops on topics
related to program
changes; up-dates on
federal and state
regulations; understanding

Action: Provide a series of Financial Aid Workshops  

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Plan and schedule workshops on
various financial aid topics.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Financial Aid
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the appeal process - who
can submit an appeal?

 

Director/ Supervisor and Staff

Provide a timeline for the actions: Beginning in the Spring 2015 semester and continuing
throughout the Summer and Fall 2015 semesters.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Followup surveys completed by students and feedback from Staff members in
attendance for the purpose of monitoring effectiveness.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Staff, handouts, advertisment elements, technical support within the
presentation.

Goal 2
Review, assess and
enhance as appropriate the
financial aid appeal
process and associated
literature.

Action: Assessing Appeal Process  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Review, assess and enhance as
appropriate the financial aid appeal process and associated literature.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Financial Aid
Officer/Supervisor, Staff with input from the Appeal Committee

Provide a timeline for the actions: Begining in the Spring 2015 and continuing through out the
Summer and Fall 2015 semester

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Appeal statistics are gathered throughout the year and based on those results forms,
workshops and communication methods are altered and improved.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Staff

Goal 3
Up-date the information
available on our web page
and to create a section to
include basic aid programs
guidance for Non-resident
students who will be
physically attending Mesa
College and to students
who are or will be physically
"out-of-state", regardless
of their "residency status."

Action: Web page management  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Up-date the information available on
our web page and to create a section to include basic aid programs guidance for Non-resident
students who will be physically attending Mesa College and to students who are or will be physically
"out-of-state", regardless of their "residency status."

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Financial Aid
officer/supervisor, Staff (Skyler Dennon)

Provide a timeline for the actions: Ongoing throughout the year

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Student feedback at the counter as well as constant monitoring by staff for web page
clarity and effectiveness.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Staff

Goals Status Report (REQUIRED)
Action Statuses
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Financial Aid Goal Set 2014-2015

Outcome

Goal 1
Provide a series of financial
aid workshops on topics
related to program
changes; up-dates on
federal and state
regulations; understanding
the appeal process - who
can submit an appeal?

Action: Provide a series of Financial Aid Workshops  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Plan and schedule workshops on
various financial aid topics.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Financial Aid
Director/ Supervisor and Staff

Provide a timeline for the actions: Beginning in the Spring 2015 semester and continuing
throughout the Summer and Fall 2015 semesters.

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Followup surveys completed by students and feedback from Staff members in
attendance for the purpose of monitoring effectiveness.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Staff, handouts, advertisment elements, technical support within the
presentation.

Status for Provide a series of Financial Aid Workshops  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: Continue monitoring statistics gathered from appeal decisions and workshop surveys.

Goal 2
Review, assess and
enhance as appropriate the
financial aid appeal
process and associated
literature.

Action: Assessing Appeal Process  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Review, assess and enhance as
appropriate the financial aid appeal process and associated literature.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Financial Aid
Officer/Supervisor, Staff with input from the Appeal Committee

Provide a timeline for the actions: Begining in the Spring 2015 and continuing through out the
Summer and Fall 2015 semester

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Appeal statistics are gathered throughout the year and based on those results forms,
workshops and communication methods are altered and improved.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Staff

Status for Assessing Appeal Process  
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Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: Continued monitoring of federal and District regulations as they relate to SAP as well as
applicable communication of any changes to students.

Goal 3
Up-date the information
available on our web page
and to create a section to
include basic aid programs
guidance for Non-resident
students who will be
physically attending Mesa
College and to students
who are or will be physically
"out-of-state", regardless
of their "residency status."

Action: Web page management  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Up-date the information available on
our web page and to create a section to include basic aid programs guidance for Non-resident
students who will be physically attending Mesa College and to students who are or will be physically
"out-of-state", regardless of their "residency status."

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Financial Aid
officer/supervisor, Staff (Skyler Dennon)

Provide a timeline for the actions: Ongoing throughout the year

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Student feedback at the counter as well as constant monitoring by staff for web page
clarity and effectiveness.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Staff

Status for Web page management  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: The web page is constantly monitored for access and clarity of information for students.
Adjustments are made throughout the year as needed.

 Closing the loop on prior year resource allocations (REQUIRED)

There were no previous resorce allocation requests.
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Request Forms

 BARC & Facilities Requests

 Classified Staff Requests

 Faculty Position Request 1

 Faculty Position Request 2

 Faculty Position Request 3
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